Metabolic Aspects Transport Across Cell Membranes
current toxicological aspects on drug and chemical ... - cal aspects in the emerging topic of drug transport and
metabolism across the human placental barrier. expert opinion: there is an emerging demand for accurate
assessment of metabolic aspects of the transport of ions by cells and ... - such across the plasmalemma of root
cells prior to reduction, the incorporation of phosphate into atp is an integral part of the entry process. the factors
that affect the utilization of phosphate are discussed in this paper as an example of the problems inherent in
studies of ions involved in rapid metabolic processes. orthophosphate ions have a much lower mobility in soil
than in free ... metabolic aspects of ion transport in the foetal gastric ... - - 1 - metabolic aspects of ion
transport in the foetal gastric mucosa. a thesis submitted for the degree of doctor of philosophy in the faculty of
science of the chemical and metabolic aspects of urea-ammonia toxicosis ... - chemical and metabolic aspects
of urea-ammonia toxicosis in cattle and sheep by william eugene lloyd, v. t-l a dissertation submitted to the
generation of metabolic energy by end-product efflux - duction of metabolic energy. solute transport in
bacteria before describing the energy recycling model, some aspects of solute transport systems of bacteria will be
briefly dis- cussed. solute transport across the cyto- plasmic membrane of bacteria can occur by two major
mechanisms: (1) secondary. transport systems which are driven by electrochemical gradients and lead to w. n.
konings is at ... acute cold and exercise training upregulate similar ... - acute cold and exercise training
upregulate similar aspects of fatty acid transport and catabolism in house sparrows, ... supporting elevated cellular
metabolic intensity or lipid transport and catabolism are associated with the whole-animal cross-training effects
between exercise and shivering in birds has not yet been studied. in birds, exogenous lipids from adipose tissues
are the main fuel ... clinical recognition and aspects of the cerebral folate ... - upper part of the figure shows
intestinal folate absorption and vectorial transport across the choroid plexus and ependyme using the
atp-dependent fr1-mediated endocytosis with pcft, and eventually neuronal folate uptake and intracellular
metabolism. s22-2 metabolic aspects of torpor in hummingbirds - ntnu - 398 acta zoologica sinica
consumption, however, we corrected for the washout-char-acteristics of the system with the method described by
niimi (1978). acute cold and exercise training up-regulate similar ... - metabolic intensity or lipid transport and
catabolism are associated with the whole-animal cross-training effects between exercise and shivering in birds has
not yet been studied.
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